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Ahmedabad
01. 1 1.2016
01.11.2016
M/s. Vidres India Ceramics A/t. Ltd.,
784, Near Hotel Purohit, Chhatral- Mehsana
Highway, Village: Rajpur,Taluka: Kadi, Dist:
Mehsana.

This copy is granted free of Charge for the use of tJ:e person to whom

it

is

issued.
2.

An appeal against this Order Iiles before the Customs, Excise and Service Tax
Appellate Tribunal, Western 7-oaaf Bencb WZBI, O-2O, New Mental Hospital
Compound, Meghaninagar, Ahmedabad, PIN Code No:380 016 within three
months from the date of receipt of this Order as provided under Section 129A(3)
of the Customs Act, 1962.

3.

The appeal is requted to be frled in quadruplicate in from CA-3 as per
Rule 6(4) of Customs (Appeals) Rules, 1982. It shouid be accompanied by
following documents:-

I)

Four copies of the Order, appealed against should be filed, where one
copy should be a certified copy duly alfixed a Court Fee Stamp of
Rs.5=OO.

n)

A crossed demarrd draft drawn in favour of the Assistant Registrar of the
Bench of the Tribunal on a branch of any Nationalized Bank located
where the Tribunal is situated, for an amount of Rs.1,000/-, Rs.5,OO0/or Rs.10,000/- as the case may be, in view of Sub- Section 6 of Section
129(4') of the Customs Act, 1962.

4

The Appeal should bear a Court Fee Stamp as provided under Indian Stamp
Act, 1989 (enacted by the St{e legislation).

5

Any person desirous to file an Appeal against this Order Shall deposit seven
and a half per cent (subject maximum of Rs. 10 crores) of the Duty demanded,
inc case where duty or duty and penalty are in dispute, or penalty, where such
penalty along is in dispute, failure of which the appeal will be liable to be
rejected for non-compliance of the provisions of Section 129(E) of the Customs
Act, 1962.

6.

The Appeal should be presented in person to the Registrar of the Bench or to be
sent by registered post addressed to the Registrar.
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Brief Facts of the case
Whereas specific information was received by Directorate of Revenue
Intelligence, Zonal Unit, Ahmedabad indicating that M/s. Vidres India Ceramics Pvt.
Ltd., having Regd. Premises at 784, Near Hotel Purohit, Chhatral- Mehsa na Highway,
Village: Rajpur, Taluka: Kadi, Distt: Mehsana and holder of Import-Export Code no.
0806007265 (hereinafter referred to as "VICPL" for the sake of brevity), were engaged
in evasion of Custom Duty by resorting to mis-declaration of their imports of vitrifiable
enamels and glazes (classifiable under CTH 320720L0) by declaring the same as Glass
Frit (classifiable under CTH 32074000). The information further indicated that the
imported items i.e. VEI 1001 and VEI 1002 were shown as Glaze in the certificates of
analysis issued by the supplier whereas M/s. VICPL had declared the same as Glass Frit
in the Bill of Entry no. 9543875 dated 11.06.2015. The information further indicated
that the said impofter had imported Glaze to the tune of Rs. 30 Crores in the past.

L.2
Discrete enquiries revealed that M/s. VICPL had been importing various
products including ceramic glaze and glass frit from their Spanish supplier M/s. Vidres
S.A. These products are mixed in various proportions at the factory premises of M/s.
VICPL and then these mixtures are supplied to their buyers. It was revealed that M/s.
Vidres S.A. assign a unique alpha-numerical item code i.e. VEI-1001, VEI-1002 etc. to
each of their unique products.
DUTY STRUCTURE GLASS FRIT VERSUS GLAZE

2.1

Tariff structure of Customs duty on Glass frit classifiable under

CTH

32074000 and Glaze classifiable under CTH 32072010 is equal i.e. both these products
attract Tariff rate of 10o/o Basic Customs Duty. However, the effective rate of basic
customs duty on Glass Frit is 5olo as per the Customs Notifications No. 21l2002-Cus
dated 01.03.2002 at Sr. No. 443 (as amended vide notification No. 20l2007-Cus dated
01.03.2007). The same effective rate of svo continues in the subsequent Customs
Notification no. L2/2O72-Cus dated L7.O3.20L2 at Sr. No. 211. However, the effective
rate of basic Customs duty on Glaze is 7.5o/o as per Customs Notifications No. 2L/2402Cus at Sr. No. 555 and subsequent Customs Notification No. l2/2072-Cus dated
17.03.20L2 at Sr. No. 208. Thus it is observed that the effective rate of Basic Customs
Duty on Glaze is 2,5olo higher than the rate on Glass Frit.
EVIDENCES COLLECTED DURING THE SEARCHES

3.1

A search was conducted at registered premises mentioned above and
office premises of M/s. VICPL situated at 203, Sarthik Square, Near Pizza Hut, S.G.
Highway, Ahmedabad-380054, on 18.06.2015 certain documents including bills of entry
and Product technical Data sheets were recovered and seized vide Panchnama dated
18.06.201s. [RUD-r]

3.2

3 "Product Technical Data" sheets dated

3.3

These "Product Technical Data" sheets were carefully examined and it was

18.06.2015 pertaining to
products VFI-1125, VEI-1001 and VEI-1002 [RUD-2, 3 and 4] were submitted by Shri
Vishal G. Trivedi, Managing Director of M/s. VICPL.
observed that:
a

The "Product Technical Data" sheet pertaining to product VFI-1125
indicates that the said product has been described as "Esmalte" in
Spanish language whereas the same has been described as Glass Frit
in English language.

b. The "Product Technical Data" sheet pertaining to product VEI-1OO1
indicates that the said product has been described as "Esmalte" in

Spanish language whereas the same has been described as Glass Frit
in English language.

c.

The "Product Technical Data" sheet pertaining to product VEI'1OO2
indicates that the said product has been described as "Esmalte" in
Spanish languag e whereas the same has been described as Glass Frit
in En lish la ua

I

1
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3.4

As the product description was given in two languages, it was decided to
ascertain the meaning of the Spanish words used in the above said product technical
data sheets. Accordingly, online dictionaries giving Spanish to English language
translations were referred. Such reference revealed that the English translation of
Spanish word Esmalte is Glaze or Enamel. [RUD-S]. It was also revealed that
English word for Spanish word Frita Is Frit [RUD-6].

3.5
In view of the above, the certificates provided by the supplier M/s. Vidres
S.A. appear to be self-contradictory and misleading as the product description
given in Spanish and English Language are different. Import files of VICPL were
collected from ICD, Khodiyar; some of which contained Product Technical Data Sheets
issued by supplier. On careful examination of these Product Technical Data sheets it
was revealed that in some cases, the description in the Bills of Entry is Frit which is
matching with the description given in the Product Technical Data sheets.
3.6

However, in case of some other imported goods, the product is described
as Glass Frit in the concerned Bill of Entry and the Invoice but the same product has
been described as Glaze/ Esmalte in the concerned "Product Technical Data" sheet.
These Product Technical Data Sheets drawn from the respective Bills of Entry and
marked as RUD-10 to RUD-22 for easy reference. In respect of Item code for Sr no 1436. the said documents were submitted by the noticee vide letter dated 21.08.2015.
The details of such products and their corresponding item codes are as under:TABLE. A
Description in
Description as The details of concerned
per product
Item code of the bill of
"Product Technical Data
(PTD)" sheet [RUD 10 to
imported
technical data
Entry and
invoice
sheet
S.N. qoods
221
PTD Sheet dated
I EVI-401
Glass Frit
ts.2.2oL2 IRUD 10]
Glaze
PTD Sheet dated
2 EVI-405
26.6.2012tRUD 111
Glass Frit
Glaze
PTD Sheet dated
3 FVI-1OO
Glass Frit
3.12.2010[RUD 12]
Glaze
PTD Sheet dated
4 FVI-110
Glass Frit
Glaze
30.11.2010[RUD 13I
PTD Sheet dated
14.10.2010[RUD 14]
5 FVI.125
Glass Frit
Glaze
PTD Sheet dated
14.10,2010tRUD 151
Glaze
6 FVI-175
Glass Frit
PTD Sheet dated
18.11.2011[RUD 16]
7 GVI-525
Glass Frit
Glaze
PTD Sheet dated
Glaze
7.5.2012[RUD 17]
8 GVI.59O
Glass Frit
PTD Sheet dated
Glaze
2.5.2013[RUD 18]
9 vP 26-302
Glass Frit
PTD Sheet dated
2.5.2013IRUD 19I
Glaze
10 vP 46-422
Glass Frit
PTD Sheet dated
2Ol
2.s.2013IRUD
Frit
Glaze
Glass
11 vP 46-424
PTD Sheet dated
2.5.2013[RUD 21]
Glaze
72 vP 48-402
Glass Frit
PTD Sheet dated
Glaze
2.5.2013IRUD 22]
Glass Frit
13 vP 48-4L2
Submission by M/s. VICPL
Glaze
r4 vPI-3250.
Glass Frit
Submission by M/s. VICPL
Glass Frit
Glaze
15 vPr-3275.
Submission by M/s. VICPL
Glass Frit
Glaze
16 vPt-5275,
Submission by M/s. VICPL
Glaze
Glass Frit
L7 vPI-6250.
Submission by M/s. VICPL
Glaze
Glass Frit
18 vPr-7290.
Submission by M/s. VICPL
Glaze ,4;..
Glass Frit
19 vPI-8200,
F_-
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20

vPI-8215.

Glass Frit

Glaze

Submission by M/s. VICPL

2L

vPI-8220.

Glass Frit

Glaze

Submission by M/s. VICPL

22

vPI-8265.

Glass Frit

Glaze

23

vPI-8270.

Glass Frit

Glaze

24 vPI-9215.

Glass Frit

Glaze

vPI-9235.

Glass Frit

Glaze

Submission by M/s. VICPL

26 vPI-9240.

Glass Frit

Glaze

Submission by M/s. VICPL

27 vPr-9305.

Glass Frit

Glaze

28

vPI-9310.

Glass Frit

Glaze

29

vPr-9335.

Glass Frit

Glaze

30

vPI-9340.

Glass Frit

Glaze

31

vPI-9345.

Glass Frit

Glaze

32

vPr-9350.

Glass Frit

Glaze

33

vPI-9355.

Glass Frit

Glaze

34

vPI-9360.

Glass Frit

Glaze

35

vEI-1001

Glass Frit

Glaze

36

vEI-1002

Glass Frit

Glaze

25

Submission by M/s. VICPL
Submission by M/s. VICPL
Submission by M/s. VICPL

Submission by M/s. VICPL
Submission by M/s. VICPL
Submission by M/s. VICPL
Submission by M/s. VICPL
Submission by M/s. VICPL
Submission by M/s. VICPL
Submission by M/s. VICPL
Submission by M/s. VICPL
Submission by M/s. VICPL
Submission by M/s. VICPL

4.r,

Statement of Shri Vlshal Ghanshyam Trivedi, Managing Director and about
96.92o/o Equity Holder of M/s. Vidres India Ceramics Pvt. Ltd., was recorded on
06.08.2015 [RUD-23] wherein he inter alia stated that;

(i)

during the search of his office premises on 18.06.2015, he had submitted 3
Produd Technial Data sheets pertaining to VFI-1125, VEI-1001 and VEI-1002;

(ii)

he had submitted false Product Technical Data sheets pertaining to VEI-1001 and
VEI-1002 and he wanted to clarify and seek pardon for the same;

(iii)

glass frit is manufactured by mixing varlous raw materials like feldspar, quartz,
borax, alumina, barium carbonate, zircosll, zinc oxide and then melting them in a
kiln at temperature to the tune of 1400 degree. The molten lava from the kiln is
drenched into water where it assumes the form of crystals; that produd is called
glass frit;

(iv)

Ceramic glaze is a mixture of various raw materials like feldspar, quartz, alumina,
zircosil, zinc oxide mixed in various proportions with glass frit in order to meet
individual customer demands; that the products like VEI 1001, VEI 1002 are
classiflable as Ceramic Glaze as they contain various raw materials like feldspar,
quartz, alumina, zircosil, zinc oxide mixed in various proportions with glass frit;

(v)

on being asked as to why these products were claimed as G/ass Frit in the
respective Biils of Entry i.e. Bill of Entry No. 9543875 dated 11.05.2015 and Bill of
Entry No, 9526851 dated 10,06,2075 from which samples were drawn by the DRI
teams during the Panchnama dated 18.06.2075, he stated that maiority of their
imports are Glass frit and as such they had mis-declared these products also as
glass Frit by mistake which they want to rectify;

(vi) the chemical properties of

glass frit and ceramic glaze remain the same but
physical properties change in glass frit due to fusing of various minerals during
very high temperature melting;

(vii) as such the major difference between glass frit and glaze is the physicat properties
and appearance;

(viii) as per his knowledge, the item code VFI-1125 isG
VEI-1001 and VEI-1002 are Glaze but on the

whereas the item codes
by DRI team i.e, on

E

E
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18.06.2015, he had provided these false copies to the officer as cleared by him
above; that this file contained the Bill of Entry no. 9543875 dated 71.06.2015 and
its related documents submiXed by his company to the Customs department at
ICD, Khodiyar; that this Bill of Entry contains 2 Product Technical Data pertaining
to ltem code VEI-1102 and VEI-1001 that in both these Product Technical Data
Item descrlption in Spanish is Esmalte whereas the item descriptlon in English is
Glaze;

(ix) on being asked to comment on the above said 2 Product Technical Data dated
15,06.2015, pertaining to Bill of Entry no. 9543875 dated 11.06.2015, he stated
that as per the Product Technical Data dated 15,06.2015, the supplier has
classiFied these products as Glaze.

4.2
Further statement of Shri Vishal Ghanshyam Trivedi, Managing Director
of M/s. Vidres India Ceramics Pvt. Ltd was recorded on 07.08.2015 [RUD-27], wherein
he inter alia stated as under:(i)

He was shown Bill of Entry no, 6744546 dated O5.O5.2O72 and its enclosed
documents like Invoice, Bill of Lading, Packing List and Product Technical data
sheet dated 75.02.2072 peftaining to product item code EVI-4O7.

(ii)

Having carefully perused these documents and the said product technical data
sheet he stated that item code EVI-4O, is described as Esmalte in Spanish and
Glaze in English language by the supplier M/s. Vidres 5.A., Spain, he stated that
the description of the said produd was mentioned as 6/ass Frit in the concerned
invoice no. 95005584 dated 23,03.2072 and Bill of Entry no. 6744546 dated

o5.05.2072.

(iii)

He stated that the correct description of the product ltem code is Glaze and as
such the description in the Bill of Entry was wrongly given as Glass Frit which
resulted in payment of Customs duty @ 5o/o whereas the rate of duty payable on
Glaze is 7.5o/o ds per the governing Notlfication no. 12/2012 Sr. no. 211.

(iv)

He stated that he would like to rectify this mistake by making payment of the
appropriate duty along wlth applicable interest.

5

FURTHER EVIDENCES VOLUNTARILY PROVIDED BY M/S. VICPL

M/s. VICPL, vide their letter dated 14.09.2015 [RUD-3O], addressed to the
Deputy Commissioner of Customs, Inland Customs Depot, Khodiyar, Ahmedabad, have
further informed that they had mis-declared the following goods as Glass Frit whereas
they are mix of glass frit with various raw materials and therefore they are classiflable
as Glaze compounds.
1

vEI-1001

2

7

vPI-8265

8

13

vPI-6250

t4

19

vPI-9335

20

23

PEO

24

VPI5275
VPI-

3

9

4270

PCP 8OO5

PCP

15

2t
25

30

PCR

31

8012
35

PCR

36

8012
4L

PBO
PCO

8017W

PCT

7077
48

VPI

9355

PCP

8008
37

PEO

6046

8013
42

9087
47

PCP

PEO

6033

8014

6047
29

VPI8255
VPI9340

VPI7290
VPI9235
VPI8260
VPI.
9345

43

PEO

6048

VPI.
8200
10 VPI.
9240
16 VPI.
3250
22 VPI9350
26 PBO
9053
32 PCP
8007
38 PBO
9088
44 PEO
6050

4

5

11

t7

27

VPI.
8215
VPI9305
VPI3275

6

VPI.
8220
t2 VPI9310
18 VPI.
9215

PCT

28

7071
33

PEO

34

6045
39

PCP

PEO

6049

PBO

90092
40

8015
45

PBO

9093

PEO

6043

46

PGO

9090w

49 VPI
9360

u-

/.

)

tu
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6.1

In order to ascertain the facts and to obtain clarification in this regard, statement
dated 22.09.2015 of Shri Vishal Trivedi [RUD-31] was recorded wherein he inter alia
stated as under:
(i)

as per these Produd Technical Data sheets, item codes VEI-1001 and VEI-1002
are described as Glaze by their supplier M/s. Vidres S.A. whereas 16 item codes
are described as G/ass Frit and there is no product description in respect of 09
item codes which are raw material minerals. He stated that the same have been
tabulated in the above said letter dated 07.08.2015 by him i.e as per RUD 28.

(ii)

as per his understanding Glass Frit mixed with Raw materials is classifiable as
Glaze and as such the same is classifiable under CTH 32072010. Accordingly,
they have obtained a clarification in this regard from their supplier M/s. Vidres
5,A., Spain. M/s. Vidres 5.A,, Spain, vide their e-mail dated 14,09,2015, have
clarified that various products bearing item codes as per their e-mail dated
14.09,2015, were actually Glass Frit mixed with raw material and therefore they
should be considered as Glaze.

(iii)

He was shown a copy of the lefuer dated 14.09.2015 from him to the Asst.
Commissioner of Customs, ICD and copy to DRL He stated that vide this letter
he had forwarded the above sald e-mail dated 14.09.2015 from M/s. Vldres S,A,
He stated that all the products covered ln the said e-mail of M/s. Vidres S.A. are
Glaze compound and as such they have sought its corred classification in the
pending Bills of Entry at ICD, Khodiyar.

6.2 From the above statement of Shri Vishal Trivedi and the documents i.e. Product
Technical Data sheets of above mentioned items it is observed that M/s. VICPL had
received various Technical Data sheets from their suppliers i.e. M/s. Vidres S.A. and in
many of these Technical Data sheets, the supplier had described the product as Glass
Frit whereas in some other instances, they had described the products as Glaze.
However, even in those cases where the import product was Glaze, M/s. VICPL, in
collusion with their supplier, obtained such invoices which showed these products as
Glass Frit, Thereafter, they classifled these products under CTH 32074000 in the
respective Bills of Entry and thereby paid basic customs duty @ 5olo. By adopting this
modus operandi, M/s. VICPL evaded payment of appropriate basic customs duty @
7.5olo which is applicable on Glaze which is classifiable under CTH 32O72OIO.
6.2 During the course of the inquiry, M/s. VICPL voluntarily paid the differential
Customs duty to the tune of Rs. 2,13,11,789/- vide TR-6 challans dated 7.9.2015,
27.9.2OL5, 05. 10.2015, 20. 10.2015 and 28. 10.20 15. [RuD-32]
ANALYSIS OF THE EVIDENCES COLLECTED

7.L The documentary evidences in form of Product Technical Data sheets,
substantiated by oral evidence in form of statements of Shri Vishal Trivedi. indicate
that M/s. VICPL had resorted to mis-declaration in respect of some of their import
products as Glass Frit whereas they were actually Glaze. It is also seen that the supplier
was giving product description as "Glass Frit" in the commercial invoices whereas they
were declaring the same as "Glaze" in their technical literature for such products. It is
also observed that M/s. Vidres S.A., Spain was declarlng their product as Glass Frit or
Glaze in their respective Product technical Data sheets. However, even in those cases
where M/s. Vidres S.A. had issued Product Technical Data sheet showing the product as
Glaze, M/s. VICPL had obtained invoices showing the same product as Glass Frit. This
clearly indicates that the change in the description was deliberately made on the
insistence of M/s. VICPL. The deliberate mis-declaration in the invoices clearly shows
that it was done in order to evade payment of appropriate Customs duty by M/s. VICPL.
The evidences of correct description in respect of such products wherein misdeclaration, misclassification and resultant duty evasion was effected by M/s. VICPL.
7.2 It appears that by adopting the above mentioned modus operandi, M/s' VICPL

have suppressed the actual description of above said 36 products i.e. "Glaze" and
wilfully misstated these as "Glass Frit" at the time of imports.

7.3

It is observed that the total assessable value of such mis-declared imports of
rs as detailed in the
Glaze in g uise of Glass Frit is Rs. 73,04,38,546/ - in the
erandi, M/s. VICPL
By
ado
ting
th
B
Cause
Notice.
Annexur€ to Show
i,
E
1:

\
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appears to have evaded payment of Customs duties to the tune of Rs. 2,19,O3,788/as detailed in the Annexure B to Show Cause Notice.

7.4 It also appears that Shri Vishal Trivedi, Managing Director, VICPL was aware of
the correct description of these goods and he was also in possession of the Product
Technical Data sheets received from the supplier M/s. Vidres, Spain which show these
products as Glaze. However, he, in collusion with supplier M/s. Vidres S.A., Spain,
obtained invoices for these products which showed these same products as Glass Frit
and thereby classified the import goods under CIH 3207 4000 and thereby evaded
payment of duties applicable on import of Glaze under CTH 3207 2OlO.

8.

RESULT OF THE ENOUIRY

The enquiry conducted by the DRI reveals the following facts:

A. M/s.

VICPL had inter alia imported
their supplier M/s. Vidres S,A.

36 products as per Table-A above

from

B. M/s. VICPL, in collusion with their overseas supplier M/s. Vidres S.A., Spain,
obtained such invoices wherein these 36 products were shown as GleE5-f;il
and thereby, they classified these products under CTH 32O74OOO in the

respective Bills of Entry and paid Basic Customs Duty @ 5olo, claiming benefit of
Notification no. 21/2O02 and L2/20L2,

C. The evidences collected during the enquiry indicate that these products were not
Glass Frit but Glaze and therefore, classifiable under CTH 32O72OL0 attracting
Basic Customs Duty @ 7.5olo as per Notification no. 2112002 and 12/2012.
D. The above said 36 products are required to be reassessed and classified under
C'fH 3207 2010 and subjected to payment of Basic Customs Duty @ 7.5olo as per
Notification no. 2L/2O02 and t2/2o12.

9.1

CONTRAVENTIONS OF THE PROVISIONS OF THE CUSTOMS ACT, 1962

(i)

From the facts revealed during the enquiry, it appears that M/s. VICPL, in
collusion with their overseas supplier M/s. Vidres S.A., Spain, had deliberately
obtained invoices which showed the product description as Glass Frit whereas the
actual description given in the Product Technical Data sheets was Glaze. This
appears to have been done with intention to mis-declare the product in the Bills of
Entry as Glass Frit and thereby evade payment of appropriate Customs Duty on
such imports. By their act of wilful mis-declaration, they appear to have
contravened the following provisions ofthe Customs Act, 1962:

(ii)

As per Section a6 @) ot the Customs Act, 1962, the importer has to make true
declaration with regard to the contents of the Bill of Entry, However, M/s. VICPL
wilfully misstated the description of the imported goods as Glass Frit, in the Bills of
Entry as detailed in the Annexure-B to this Show Cause Notice; even though they
were well aware that the correct description of these goods was Glaze and they
had received product technical Data sheets describing these products as Glaze.
Therefore these items are requlred to be classified as Glaze under CTH 3207 20LO
in place of Glass Frit under C-fH 3207 4000 and therefore differential duty to the
tune of Rs. 2,79,03,788/- is liable to be recovered from them under the provisions
of Section 28(4) of the Customs Act, 1962 (erstwhile proviso to Sectlon 28(1) of
the Customs Act 1962) along with applicable interest under Section 28AA of the
Customs Act, 1962 (erstwhile Section 28 AB of the Customs Ad 1962).

(iii)

M/s. VICPL, by their act of wilful misstatement and suppression of facts, have
rendered their import products i.e. Glaze imported vide Bills of Entry detailed in
the Annexure-B to this Show Cause Notice having assessable value of Rs.
73,0,4,38,546/-, liable for confiscation under the provisions of Section 111(m) of
the Customs Act, 1962. Though the said goods are not physically available for
confiscation, the same are to be held liable for confiscation.

(iv)

M/s. VICPL, by their acts of wilful misstatement of description and classification in
the concerned Bills of Entry, and thereby evasion of applicable duty on import of
u/s. 112(a) and 114A of the
Glaze, have rendered themselves liable for pe
Customs Act, 1962.
,\.

,i\

(\

)
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9.2

Shri Vishal G. Trivedi, Managing Director of M/s. VICPL, in connivance with
his overseas supplier M/s. Vidres S.A., Spain, has submitted such documents before the
Customs authorities at the time of filing bills of Entry as detailed in the Annexure-B to
Show Cause notice, which he knew and for which he had reason to believe that the
same were false, fabricated and misleading to the Customs depadment and thereby he
has rendered himself liable for penalty under Section 112(a) and 114AA of the Customs
Act, 1962.

9.3
(i)

Accordingly the M/s VICPL was called for as to why :-

The classification of the goods imported by them under CTH 32074000 should
not be rejected and why it should not be re-classified under CTH 32072010 as
detailed in Annexure-'B to this show cause notice;

(ii)

The goods valued at Rs. 73ro4r38,345/ - as detailed in Annexure-'B' to show
cause notice which have been cleared and not available for seizure should not be
held liable for confiscation under the provisions of Section 111(m) of the
Customs Act, !962;

(iii)

Differential Customs Duty amounting to Rs. 2,19,O3,788/- (Rupees Two Crore
Ninteen Lakhs Three Thousand Seven Hundred Eighty Eight only), payable on
the goods having assessable value of Rs. 73104138,5461-, covered under the
Bills of Entry mentioned ln Annexure-'B' to this show cause notice, should not
be recovered from them under Section 28(4) of the Customs Act, 1962
[Erstwhile proviso to Section 28(1)] alongwlth applicable interest under Section
28AA( erstwh i le Secti on 2 8AB) ibid ;

(iv)

The Customs Duty amounting to Rs. 2,L3,LL|789/

already paid by them
should not be appropriated and adjusted towards their duty liability;

(v)

Penalty should not be imposed on them under Section 112(a) of the Customs
Act, 1962 for their acts of commission and omission discussed hereinabove;

(vi)

penalty should not be imposed on them under Section 114A of the Customs Act,
L962 for their acts of commission and omission discussed hereinabove;

-

9.4.

Accordingly Shri Vishal G. Trivedi, Managing Director of M/s. Vidres India
Ceramics Pvt. Ltd., was also called upon to show cause as to why:-

(i)

Penalty should not be imposed on him under Section 112(a) of the Customs Act,
1962 for his acts of commission and omission discussed hereinabove.

ii)

Penalty should not be imposed on him under Section 114AA of the Customs Act,
1962 for his acts of commission and omission discussed hereinabove.

(

DEFENCE SUBMISSION

10. M/s VICPL vide their letter dated t3/9/20L6 (received on 20/9/20t6)
submitted their written submisslons in support of their defense, wherein inter-alia
they have denied all the allegations leveled against them in the impugned show
cause notice. They have also given their submissions with regard to invocation of
larger period, proposal for confiscation of alleged goods and imposition of penalty in
the matter on hand. I would like to cover all the issues raised by M/s. VICPL in their
support, in my discussion and findings of this case and hence the submission made
by them is not reproduced here to avoid duplication.
PERSONAL HEARING:

11,

The personal hearing in the matter was fixed on 23/09/2OL6. Sh. Paritosh
Gupta, advocate appeared for the same on behalf of the noticees and reiterated the
aforesaid submissions made by them vide their letter dated 13/09/2016.
DISCU$SIONS AND FINDINGS:

12. I

have carefully gone through the case records and oral and written

submissions made by the noticees in this cas
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13.

During the search of the premises of M/s. VICPL by the Officers of DRI on
L8/6|20LS certain documents including Bills of Entry and Product Technical Data
Sheets were recovered and seized. During the course of search 3 Product Technical
Data sheets dated 1816/2015 pertaining to products VFi-1125, VEI-1001 and VEI1002, respectively said to have been obtained by them from their Spanish Supplier
via e-mail were submitted by Shri Vishal G. Trivedi, Managing Director of M/s,
VICPL. On veriflcation of said sheets, it was revealed that in respect of all the three
sheets the product has been described as "Esmalte" in Spanish whereas the same
has been described as Glass Frit in English language. Since the product description
was given in two languages, the meaning of the Spanish words used in the said
product technical data sheets was ascertained. The reference to the online
dictionaries giving Spanish to English language translation revealed that the English
translation of Spanish word "Esmalte" is "Glaze or Enamel". It was also revealed
that English Word for Spanish word Frita is Frit. In view of the self contradictory
description of product given in Spanish and English language in the said Technical
Product Data sheets, the investigation was initiated by DRI. The impoft files of M/s.
VICPL were obtained from the respective Customs Authority and the Customs
Broker.

14. Shri Vishal G, Trivedi, Managing Director of M/s. VICPL during recording of
his statement dated 618/2015 admitted that he had submitted false Product

Technical Data sheets pertaining to VEI-1001 and VEI 1002. He also admitted that
as per his knowledge of Spanish language on account of his long association with
their Spanish Supplier M/s. Vidres S.A and its officers, as well as from the reference
of online dictionary, the meaning of Spanish word Esmalte is Glaze in English
language.

15.

During recording of his further statement on 7/B/20L5, he was shown certain
Bills of Entry pertaining to the imports made by M/s. VICPL. From the description of
products mentioned in the Bills of Entry and invoices vis-i-vis description of goods
in Product technical data sheets, it was revealed that the description of goods in
Bills of Entry, invoices and product technical data sheets matched in respect of
product codes viz. FVI-460, PVI-650, PVI-575, FVI-325, FVI-275, FVI-450, PVI-525,
PVI-625, FVI-285, FVI-325, FVI-465, GVI-465 and GVI-595 as Glass frit and hence
these products are not the subject matter of this show cause notice.

16.

Shri Vishal Trivedi vide his letter dated 07 /B/2O15 inter-alia provided product
technical data sheets pertaining to VEI-1001 and VEI-1002 showing these products
as Glaze. Vide his letter dated 2U08120L5, he also provided the details and product
technical data sheets of 21 products which indicated that the products mentioned in
these sheets were described as Glass Frit with raw material. Also, M/s. VICPL, vide
their letter dated t41912O15, further informed that they had mis-declared the
goods ( in respect of products codes mentioned in the said letter) as Glass Frlt
whereas they were mix of glass frit with various raw materials and therefore they
were classifiable as Glaze compounds.

L7.

In his statement dated 2219/2015, Sh. Vishal Trivedi further stated that they
had obtained a clarification from their supplier M/s. Vidres S.A., Spain who vide
their email dated l4l9l2}15 have clarified that various products bearing item code
as per their email dated L4/9/20L5, were actually glass frit mixed with raw material
and therefore they should be considered as Glaze. He also admitted that all the
products covered in the said e-mail of M/s. Vidres s.A. are Glaze compound and as
such they have sought its correct classification in the pending Bills of Entry at IcD,
Khodiyar.

18.

Thus, the investigation carried out by DRI in the matter including the analysis
of various evidences collected during the search, documents submitted by Shri
Vishal Trivedi from time to time and product technical data sheets obtained in the
matter revealed that there was mis-decla ration, m is-classification and resultant
duty evasion by M/s. VICPL in respect of product codes EVI-401, EVI-405, FVI-100,
GVI-525, GVI-590, VP 26-302, VP 46-422, vP 46-424,
FVI-110 FVI-125,
vpr-3250, VPI-3275, VPI-5275, VPI-6250, VPI-7290, VPI^fi-175,
vP 48-402, VP 48-412,
Pr-9235, VPr-9240,
8200, vPI-8215, VP[-822O, VPI-8265, VPI-8270, VPI

.b-6i
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vPI-9305, VpI-9310, VpI-9335, VpI-9340, VpI-9345, VpI-9350, VpI-9355, VpI9360, VEI-1001 and VEI-1002.

19.

The investigation further revealed that M/s. VICPL have suppressed the
actual description of above said 36 products i.e Glaze and willfully mis-stated the
same as Glass Frit at the time of imports with an intent to short pay the Basic
Customs duty @ 5olo instead of applicable rate of 7.5o/o. It was also revealed that
the total assessable value of such mis-declared imports of Glaze in guise of Glass
frit is Rs. 73,04,38,546/- during last five years as detailed in Annexure-B to this
show cause notice, where on they had evaded Customs duty to the tune of Rs.
2,t9,03,788/-,

20. I further find that as narrated by Sh. Vishal G. Trivedi, MD of M/s. VICpL

during recording of his statements, glass frit is manufactured by mixing various raw
materials like feldspar, quartz, borax, alumina, barium carbonate, zircosil, zinc
oxide and then melting them in a kiln at the temperature of 1400 degree. The
molten lava from kiln is drenched into water where it assumes the form of crystals
which is called glass frit. As regards Ceramic Alaze, he had stated that it is a
mixture of various raw materials like feldspar, quartz, alumina, zircosil, zinc oxide
mixed in various proportions with glass frit as per requirement of customer. Sh.
Vishal G. Trivedi has also explained that though chemical properties of glass frit and
ceramic alaze remain same, the physical properties change in glass frit due to
fusing of various minerals during very high temperature melting, As such the major
difference between glass frit and glaze is the physical properties and appearance.
Thus, it is evident that both these products are entirely different and classifiable
under dlfferent chapter sub headings of Customs Tariff and chargeable to different
rates of Customs duty.

21.1 In this background,

I

would like

to give my findings on the

defense

submissions made by the noticee, The noticee had submitted that the department
has entirely relied upon Product Technical Data Sheet supplied by the manufacturer
of the product read with the statement of Noticee No. 2 to suggest that various
varieties of Glazes imported by them were wrongly described as Glass frit. They
have argued that the product technical sheets collected by the department and
supplied to them by their foreign manufacturer are not at all reliable and the same
does not in any manner established that the goods imported by them were glaze
and not glass frit.

21.2 In this regard, I find that Product Technical Data sheet provided by the
manufacturer is basically a technical literature of the product indicating the
description of product, its contents along with other technical parameters. Fufther,
the statements of Sh. Vishal Trivedi were never retracted by him at any stage.
From the facts narrated by Sh. Vishal Trivedi in his statements before the
investigating officers, it is crystal clear that the said statements have been given
voluntarlly, He has explained the manufacturing process as well as about the
properties of both the products namely Glaze and glass frit. He has categorically
admitted that they had actually imported the goods with description as mentioned
in the Product Technical Data sheet, He has also admitted that they had short paid
Customs duty on such products viz. Glaze imported by them by declaring the same
as glass frit in the bill of entry. Thus, by all means the documentary evidences
relied upon in the case have substantial evidential values and are corroborating
each other.

21.3 I also find that the noticee in their submission itself has stated that M/s.
Vidres S.A. Spain are a world renowned manufacturer of various raw materials

pertaining to ceramic tiles industries. As such I have no reason to doubt the
veracity of the documents namely product technical data sheet issued by them
describing the actual description of product supplied by them to M/s. VICPL unless
contrary is proved. In fact whenever there is a doubt, the classification is arrived at
on the basis of technical literature of manufacturer, In this case also, the literature
of the manufacturer has been relied upon and the same indicates the description of
product to be Glaze. On what basis, this overwhelming evidence should be ignored,
has not been spelt out by the noticee in his written submission or during the course
of personal hearing.

-b-
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21.4 The noticee has further stated that as the mixtures of glass frit were

also

pre-dominantly frit, the said imported products were classified as "glass frit". They
have argued against the understanding of the department that the goods being a
mixture of glass frit and other ingredients were classifiable as glaze as the same is
contrary to the General rules for interpretation of the import tariff. Both the
products, glaze and glass frit are not deflned in the tarifF, In this regard, as already
discussed in foregoing paras, it is evident that both glass frit and glaze are distinct
products having different physical properties and are classified under different
Chapter Tariff Heading, When the specific classification is already available for a
product, there is no reason to classify the same based on the predominant contents
of the same. Further, based on the contents and use, the product is clearly defined
in business parlance as either Glass frit or Glaze. In the instant case, the
manufacturer has themselves described the product as glaze and there is no
contrary evidence brought on record by the noticee to prove that the same were
glass frit and not glaze as alleged by the department.

21.5 The noticee has argued that it is a settled

law that a statement of person is
only relevant as regards his knowledge and understanding and is not at all relevant
to the issue of classification which is to be decided oh the basis of nature and
contents of the product read with relevant tariff entries. In this regard, I find that
Sh. Vishal Trivedi is the Managing Director of the noticee company which is in
business of ceramic raw materials and chemicals for more than 10 years. The facts
voluntarily narrated by him during recording of his statements clearly prove his
expeftise and knowledge about the product in dispute. Further, it is also evident
that the product technical data sheets issued by the manuracturer depicts exact
description with various technical parameters including the contents of the product
and as such the classification of the product based on the said documents duly
corroborated by the statement of the concerned person is legitimate and does not
suffer any infirmity in the eyes of law.

21.6 The noticee has contested that it is an incumbent duty of the department to
establish the correct classification of the goods in question by virtue of concrete
evidence in the form of expert analysis and certificate to show the true and correct
nature of the product and consequent classification of the goods. In this regard, I
find that as discussed in foregoing paras, the department has relied upon
documentary evidence viz manufacturer's product technical data sheet, clarification
issued by manufacturer and the statement of Managing Director of noticee
company to arrive at the correct classification of the disputed goods and as such
has duly discharged the burden of proof. Nowhere during the investigation, the
noticee ever questioned the product technical data sheets or clariflcation issued by
their supplier. As the specification and description has been unambiguously
indicated by the manufacturer themselves and not questioned by the importer, i do
not agree that there was any need for further testing.
possess the highest
product
them and also at
manufactured
by
degree of expertise with regard to the
goods
by depaftment was
no point of time of investigation the classification of the
contested by the noticee so as to invite the expert opinion in the matter. In fact
they had also revised the classification of the pending import cargo and had also
paid up the differential duty in the matter. In view of these facts, the case of the
department is placed on strong footings.

2L.7 As regards, expert analysis, as such the manufacturer

21.8 The noticee has further submitted that not only inapplicability of one of the

competing Tariff entries but positive applicability of a tariff entry must be proved by
the Revenue in a case involving dispute of classification, but this onus is not
discharged by the Revenue in this case. I find that the said argument of the noticee
is totally baseless. Once it is proved that the product imported was Glaze and not
Frit, then CTH 32072010 automatically becomes positively applicable. Accordingly
the department has properly discharged the onus on this count also.

21.9 The noticee has also submitted that the U.S. Customs Authorities in Order
No. HQ 965416 dated 23/7/2002 have taken view that mixture of glass frit with
other elements wherein the glass frit predominates/g ives the mixture its essential
ze, I may point out that,
character has to be classified as a g lass frit and not as

j-

the import in India is bound by the Customs law

India. Further, all the

p
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facts of the case before the U.S. Customs Authorities are not available to me. In the
case on hand the manufacturer themselves has described the product as Glaze and
there ls no cogent reasons produced before me so as to deviate from the said
description of the product in question.

21.10 The noticee had further argued that both the product i.e. glass frit and glaze
have identical ingredients and the said products are even otherwise not
distinguished or treated separately by the taxing regime in Spain and therefore
their foreign supplier interchangeably uses the term frit and glaze in documents
supplied to them. In this regard, I find that in many of the documents viz Bills of
Entry/invoice and Technical Product Data sheets, the description of goods matched
as already discussed in foregoing paras. The ingredients of both the products are
explained by Sh. Vishal Trivedi in his statements recorded by the investigating
officer which clearly lead to prove that they are not same.

22.

In backdrop of my above findings on the issue, I hold that the product Glaze
imported by M/s. VICPL in guise of Glass frit is correctly classifiable under CTH
320720L0 lnstead of CTH 32074000.

23. I also find from the documentary evidences in form of Product Technical Data
sheets, email from their overseas supplier, substantiated by the oral testimony of
Sh. Vishal Trivedi, the Managing Director of noticee company in the form of
statement clearly tend to establish that M/s, VICPL had resorted to mis-declaration
in respect of their import products Glaze as glass frit. M/s. VICPL in collusion with
their overseas supplier M/s. Vidres S.A, Spain had deliberately obtained invoices
which showed the product description as Glass Frit whereas the actual description
given in the Product Technical data sheets was Glaze. From the investigation
carried out in the matter it is evident that the same was intentionally done to evade
payment of appropriate Customs duty which was higher in respect of Glaze. I
further find that as per Section 46(4) of the Customs Act, 1962, the importer has to
make true declaration with regard to the contents of the Bill of Entry, However, in
the case on hand, the noticee had willfully misstated the description of the impofted
goods as Glass frit in the Bills of Entry as detailed in Annexure B to the impugned
show cause notice although they were well aware of the correct description of the
said goods being glaze as correctly described in the Product Technical Data sheets.
Thus, the suppressio veri is clearly evident on the part of the noticee in this case.
24.

The noticee had argued that the assessment of products imported by them in
past
the
has been finally made by proper Customs officers and as such in view of
the various judicial pronouncements like Indrol Lubricants & Specialties Ltd.
[1996(83)ELT43] the burden to prove that the classiflcation already approved was
wrong is greater on the revenue. In this regard, I find that in the instant case the
noticee had managed invoices from their supplier showing wrong description of
product as glass frit and thereby grossly violated the provisions of Section 46(4)
ibid. It is also evident that most of the consignments of the noticee were cleared
under RMS without physical verification only based on the declaration made by the
noticee. Thus, the noticee had failed to reciprocate the trust put in by the
department in accepting their self declaration.

25.. They, relying upon various judicial pronouncements had also argued that
classification or admissibility of exemption are questions of law involving
interpretation and therefore even if a wrong exemption was claimed by an
assessee, no malafide could be attributed to the assessee in such cases. In this
regard, I find that there is no evidence produced before me to prove that the
Product Technical Data sheets showing the actual description of goods than
declared in Bills of Entry and invoices were submitted by the noticee to the Customs
authority at the time of clearance of their consignments. Accordingly, I am not
inclined to accept these arguments of the noticee. As regards their argument that
since this is a case of classification and admissibility of exemption, no malafide
could be attributed to them, I find the same without any logical base. As discussed
by me, in the instant case the classification of goods is not a mere question of law
arisen due to any technicality of the product in question, but it is due to the fact
that the description of goods in question was intentionally misdeclared to evade
appropriate customs duty and as such malafide coul d iohtlv be attributed in this
case.

\'
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26.

The noticee relying on judicial pronouncements had contested that no order
for confiscation of goods and imposition of redemption fine could be made when the
goods were never seized nor were they released provisionally by the authorities. In
this regard, I find that in the case on hand there is no proposal for actual
confiscation or imposition of redemption fine in respect of offended goods.
However, since the goods in question have been imported by M/s. VICPL in gross
violation of provislons of Customs Act, 1962 as discussed above, they are liable to
confiscation under the provisions of Section 111(m) of the Customs Act, 1962.
Accordingly, I hold the import product i.e Glaze imported by M/s. VICPL vide Bills of
Entry detailed in Annexure-B to this show cause notice having assessable value of
Rs. 73,04,38,546/- llable to confiscation under the provisions of Section 111(m) of
the Customs Act, 1962. As they have imported the goods which are liable for
confiscation, Shri Vishal Trivedi is also liable for imposition of penalty under Section
112(a) ibid. However, since the said goods are not physically available, I refrain
from actual confiscation of the same.

27. I also hold that M/s. VICPL have evaded the customs duty to the tune of Rs,
2,t9,03,738/- as detailed in Annexure B to this show cause notice for the period
from 2010 to 2015, which is required to be recovered from M/s. VICPL under the
provisions of Section 28 of the Customs Act, 1962 (as applicable during the
relevant times) by invoking the larger period. They are also required to pay the
interest at the applicable rates in terms of provisions of Section 28AA/28A8 ibid as
applicable during relevant period, It is also pertinent to mention that M/s. VICPL
had during the course of investigation accepting their liability, voluntarily paid up
the differential Customs duty to the tune of Rs. 2,13,11,789/- which requires to be
appropriated against the recovery of Customs duty demanded in the show cause
notice.

28.

The noticee had further argued that the proposal for imposition of penalties
under Section 114A and 112(a) of the said Act are also unreasonable and arbitrary
and without justification in facts and law. They also relied upon the decision of
Apex Court in case of M/s. Hindustan Steel Limited reported in 1978 ELT (J159). In
this regard, I find that M/s, VICPL by their afore discussed acts of wilful misstatement of description and classification of import goods in concerned Bills of
Entry and thereby evading applicable duty on import of Glaze have clearly acted in
defiance of law and thereby have rendered themselves liable for penalty under
114A ibid. As regards proposal for penalty under Section 112(a) ibid, proviso to
Section 114A read as "Provlded also that where any penalty has been levied under
this sectlon, no penalty shall be levied under section 172 or section 114". ln lhe
instant case, since the penalty under Section 114A ibid is being imposed, no
penalty under Sectlon 112(a) is imposable on noticee company.

29.

The noticee had also argued that proposal to impose penalty on the Noticee
No.2 is also unsustainable as it is not established that they had knowingly or
intentionally made, signed or used or caused to be made, signed or used any
declaration, statement or document which was false or incorrect in any material
particular. The noticee had further contested that proposal for imposing penalties
under different sections of the said Act is also without jurisdiction because no
person can be penalized under different Sections for the same alleged offence; that
the Constitution of India also prohibits punishing a person more than once for the
same offence. In this regard, I find that Shri Vishal G. Trivedi, Managing Director
of M/s, VICPL, in connivance with their overseas supplier M/s. Vidres S.A. Spain had
submitted such documents before the Customs Authorities at the time of filing Bills
of Entry as detailed in Annexure-B to this show cause notice, which he knew or had
reason to believe that the same were false, fabricated and misleading to the
Customs department. The said act on part of Shri Vishal G. Trivedi rendered him
liable to penalty under and 114AA of the Customs Act, 1962. Also the goods in
question have been held as liable for confiscation as discussed above and the act
and omission on part of Sh. Vishal Trivedi in import of said goods makes him liable
to penalty under Section 112(a) ibid.
A
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30. The BlE No. 5839878 dated 27.0t.20L2 has been assessed
provisionally. The same should be finalised by the appropriate authority.

31.

In view of above findings in this case, I pass the following orders:
ORDER

(1) I hold that the classiflcation of goods imported vide bills of entry as
detailed in Annexure-B to the SCN by M/s. VICPL under CTH
32074000 should be rejected and shall be re-classified under CTH
320720L0.

(2) I hold the goods valued at Rs. 73,04,38,546/- as detailed in

Annexure B to this SCN liable for confiscation in terms of provisions
of Sectlon 111(m) ibid. However, since the said goods were neither
seized nor available for seizure, I refrain from its actual
confiscation.

(3) I confirm the demand

of differential Customs duty amounting to Rs.
(Rupees
2,L9,O3,788/Two Crore Nineteen Lakhs Three Thousand
Seven Hundred Eighty Eight only) payable on the goods covered
under the Bills of Entry mentioned in Annexure-B raised under
Section 28(4) [erstwhile proviso to Section 28( 1)] ibid and in
terms of provisions of Section 28(8) ibid against M/s. Vidres India
Ceramics Pvt. Ltd.,. Since M/s. VICPL had already paid an amount
of Rs. 2,13,11,7891- ( Rupees Two Crore Thirteen Lakhs Eleven

Thousand Seven Hundred Eighty Nine only) during the course of
investigation, I order to appropriate the same against the aforesaid
demand.

(4) I

order recovery of interest at the applicable rates on the above
said confirmed demand in terms of provisions of Section 2BAA
[erstwhile Section 28AB] ibid as applicable during the relevant
period.

(5) I impose penalty of Rs. 2,19,03,7881- (Rupees Two Crore
Nineteen Lakhs Three Thousand Seven Hundred Eighty Eight
only) upon M/s. Vidres India Ceramics Pvt. Ltd., in terms of
provisions of Section 114A of the Customs Act, 1962. However, in
terms of provlso to Section LL4A, if such duty or interest, as the
case may be, as determined is paid within thirty days from the
date of the communication of this order, the amount of penalty
liable to be paid under this section shall be twenty-five per cent of
the duty or interest, as the case may be, so determined,

further that the benefit of reduced penalty shall be
available subject to the condition that the amount of penalty so
Provided

determined has also been paid within the period of thirty days.

(6) I

'
(7)

impose penalty of Rs. 20,00,000/- (Rupees twenty lakhs only)
Upon Shri Vishal G. Trivedi, Managing Director of M/s. VICPL in
terms of provisions of Section 112(a) of the Customs Act, 1962.

I

impose penalty of Rs. 10,00,000/-( Rupees Ten lakhs only) Upon
Shri Vishal G. Trivedi, Managing Director of M/s. VICPL in terms of
provisions of Section 114An of the Customs Act, 1962.

This Order-In-Original is issued without prejudice to any other action
that may be taken against the noticees or any other persons concerned in
other
respect of the aforesaid goods under the Customs Act, 1962 and/or
law for the time being in force.

(

0r":
a n)

Principal Commissioner
Customs, Ahmedabad
F.
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Bv Reod. Post A.D
To
M/s. Vidres India Ceramics Private Limited, 784, Near Hotel Purohit,
Chhatral-Mehsana Highway, Vlllage: Rajpur, Taluka: Kadi, Distt:
Mehsana

1.

2

Shri Vishal Ghanshyam Trivedi, Director, M/s. Vidres India Ceramics Pvt,
Ltd.,784, Nr. Hotel Purohit, Chhatral-Mehsana Highway, Village:
Rajpur, Tal. Kadi, Distt. Mehsana

Copy to:
(a) The Chief Commissioner of Customs, Gujarat Zone, Ahmedabad
(b) Additional Director General, Dlrectorate of Revenue Intelligence, (AZU),
Rupen Bungalow, Near Jain Merchant Society, Paldi,
Ahmedabad-380 007
(c) Dy. Commissioner, Customs, ICD, Khodiyar
(d)..,Guard File
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